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Chromatin insulator elements: establishing barriers 
to set heterochromatin boundaries
Heterochromatin domains in higher 
eukaryotes
The requirement to package large eukaryotic 
chromosomes into a cell’s nucleus whilst allow-
ing access to DNA for processes such as tran-
scription is thought to involve several layers 
of organization. Electron microscopy studies 
in the 1970s and 1980s led to the view that a 
higher order chromosome structure consisting of 
topologically independent looped domains exists 
[1–5]. This chromosomal domain model gained 
support from the first studies of chromatin 
accessibility at the model chicken b-globin gene 
locus [6]. Since that time, it has become clear that 
the regulation of a gene’s transcription in higher 
eukaryotes is influenced by epigenetic modifica-
tion of the chromatin template. The covalent 
modification of DNA or the histone proteins 
that package DNA can dominantly affect the 
recruitment and assembly of the transcription 
machinery and its regulatory components. In 
recent years, the sequencing of genomes and the 
development of powerful genomic technologies 
have opened up a new era of studying these 
epigenetic marks on a genome-wide level [7]. 
Epigenomic approaches draw upon the insight 
gained at model gene loci to analyze events on 
a genome-wide level, thus allowing research-
ers to understand the context in which gene 
 regulation occurs.
Early epigenomic profiling studies have 
not only begun to reveal the complexity of 
combinatorial chromatin signatures that cor-
relate with specific gene regulatory processes, 
but are also revealing a substantial degree of 
higher order chromosomal organization. The 
methylation of histone H3 at either lysine 9 or 
27 is linked to HP1-associated heterochromatin 
and Polycomb-associated repressive chromatin, 
respectively [8]. Consistent with earlier studies 
on specific chromosomal regions [9,10], whole-
genome epigenomic profiling has revealed that 
extensive domains of continuous H3K9me2, 
H3K9me3 or H3K27me3 enrichment are prev-
alent in the genomes of flies [11–13], plants [14–16], 
worms [17,18] and mammals [19–21]. Repressive 
chromatin domains spanning many hundreds 
of kilobases are frequently observed (Table 1). 
These domains relate to the gross 3D organi-
zation of the nucleus as there is considerable 
overlap between these domains and the chro-
mosomal regions that associate with the nuclear 
lamina associated domains (LADs) [21,22].
Repressive chromatin domains across mam-
malian genomes undergo substantial redistribu-
tion upon cellular differentiation. Domains of 
H3K9me2 were reported to increase consider-
ably in size and number in differentiated murine 
cells compared with pluripotent ES cells [21]. An 
independent study using a different bioinfor-
matic tool to define chromatin domains from the 
same data indicated that the extent of H3K9me2 
domains in murine ES cells may have been 
underestimated [23]. Nevertheless, support for 
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the model of heterochromatin-associated spread-
ing during cellular differentiation was provided 
by a recent study of human cells [19]. Multiple 
analytical tools were used to show that both 
H3K9me3 and H3K27me3-enriched domains 
considerably increase in size and number in 
primary fibroblasts compared with ES cells. 
Perhaps unsurprisingly, the genes enveloped by 
heterochromatin-associated spreading in the dif-
ferentiated murine and human cell types become 
silenced and include pluripotency-related genes. 
These studies indicate that the establishment of 
heterochromatin domains marked by H3K9me3 
and H3K27me3 is critical for cell fate determi-
nation. This view is supported by the fact that 
H3K9 and H3K27 histone methyltransferases 
are essential for cellular d ifferentiation and 
embryonic development in mammals [24–29]. 
Understanding how these domains are 
established and maintained is a key step in 
understanding the epigenetic basis of cellular 
identity. It will be important to understand 
how the boundaries of heterochromatin 
domains are established. Strong boundaries 
may be required to both maintain the integ-
rity of hetero chromatin domains that facili-
tate heritable gene silencing and to protect 
neighboring gene loci from pervasive het-
erochromatin spreading. In this article, we 
examine the current progress in identifying 
and understanding the mechanisms of ele-
ments that form chromatin boundaries in 
vertebrates. A great deal is also being learned 
from a number of elegant studies in Drosophila 
melanogaster, but this is beyond the scope of 
this article [30–33]. 
Table 1. Heterochromatin domains are prevalent in higher eukaryotes.
Species Genome 
composition
H3K9me2 H3K9me3 H3K27me3 LADs
Arabidopsis 
thaliana
157 Mb
~27,400 genes
5 pericentric 
chromosomes
Pericentric domains of 
up to 350 kb. Smaller 
domains (<5 kb) are 
found at genes and 
selected repeats [14]
Small domains (<5 kb) 
found at genes and 
selected repeats [15]
Small domains (<5 kb) 
at genes [15,16]
TBD
Caenorhabditis 
elegans
100 Mb
~20,000 genes
6 holocentric 
chromosomes
Up to 4-Mb domains 
on chromosome 
arms [17,18]
Up to 4-Mb domains on 
chromosome arms [17,18]
Up to >1-Mb domains 
on chromosome 
arms [17,18]
Small domains at 
repressed centric 
gene loci 
Up to 4-Mb domains on 
chromosome arms [17,18]
Drosophila 
melanogaster
165 Mb
~13,600 genes 
4 pericentric 
chromosomes
Continuous 
pericentric domains 
up to 3.3 Mb [11–13]
Cell type-specific 
gene domains up to 
300 kb
(m 14–78 kb)
Continuous pericentric 
domains up to 3.3 Mb 
[11–13]
Cell type-specific gene 
domains up to 300 kb
(m 14–78 kb)
Continuous domains 
typically <50 kb 
encompass repressed 
genes [12]
7–700-kb LADs 
(m 90 kb) cover 40% of 
genome [117]
Mus musculus ~3.4 Gb
36,817 genes
20 chromosome 
pairs
Continuous LOCK 
domains of 20 kb up 
to ~4 Mb
Increase in number 
and size upon 
differentiation 
(m 43–235 kb) [21]
Span ~4–46% of 
genome 
TBD [20] TBD [20] Mostly continuous LADs 
of 40 kb–16 Mb 
(m ~400 kb) 
Span ~40% of 
genome [118]
Homo sapiens ~3.4 Gb
27,478 genes
23 chromosome 
pairs
Continuous LOCK 
domains of up to 
~2.9 Mb, spanning up 
to ~20% of genome 
(m 54 kb) [21]
Up to 1.5-Mb domains that 
increase in number and 
size upon differentiation 
(m 7–12 kb)
Span ~4–16% of 
genome [19]
Up to 370-kb domains 
that increase in 
number and size upon 
differentiation 
(m 9–16 kb)
Span ~4–12% of 
genome [19]
Mostly continuous LADs 
of 100 kb–10 Mb 
(m 553 kb) [22]
Large degree of overlap 
with H3K9me2 LOCK 
domains [21]
A summary of continuous domains of repressive chromatin marks or nuclear LADs observed from whole-genome studies in higher eukaryotes.
LAD: Lamina associated domain; LOCK: Large organized chromatin K9 modification; m: Median size of the domain; TBD: To be defined.
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Defining chromatin insulator 
elements
The boundaries of heterochromatin domains can 
be formed in distinct ways. The simplest is where 
the balance between heterochromatin-promoting 
and chromatin opening processes at neighboring 
loci determine the boundary. Such boundaries 
vary in position and would appear as a broad 
transition in chromatin states when studying a 
population of cells. The lack of a fixed boundary 
is the basis of position-effect variegation (PEV), 
where the stochastic spread of heterochromatin 
formation results in the heritable silencing of a 
neighboring gene. Alternatively, the boundar-
ies of heterochromatin domains can be fixed by 
the action of cis-regulatory elements. In some 
cases, these could be promoters or enhancers 
with specific characteristics that allow them to 
resist heterochromatin formation. However, it is 
anticipated that in most cases, heterochromatin 
boundaries would be formed by autonomous 
 elements known as insulators.
Insulators can be defined as DNA elements 
that have a common ability to protect a gene 
from undesirable regulatory influences present 
in their chromosomal environment. Insulators 
are functionally defined in reporter gene assays 
that test for their ability to act as an enhancer 
blocker or a barrier to chromosomal silencing. In 
principle, these assays report two very different 
activities, but some insulators can function in 
both assays. This terminology can lead to confu-
sion, so it is always important to determine the 
functions ascribed to any given insulator (box 1). 
Enhancer-blocking assays score whether a puta-
tive insulator interferes with an enhancer’s action 
on a reporter gene specifically when positioned 
between the two (Figure 1a). It is crucial that con-
trol experiments, where putative insulators are 
positioned outside of the linked enhancer and 
gene promoter, are performed to rule out any 
position-independent silencer activities [34,35].
While enhancer-blocking assays are relatively 
easy to perform, they may not accurately report 
the activity of insulators in their natural genomic 
context. A principal criticism of these assays is 
that putative insulators are rarely scored against 
the actual promoter/enhancer combinations 
found at their endogenous genomic locations, 
as these are often unknown. It was established 
Box 1. Glossary of terms.
Chromatin domain
  A chromosomal region containing multiple genes or gene regulatory elements with a shared chromatin modification or structural state
Heterochromatin
  Transcriptionally repressive chromatin enriched in H3K9me2 or H3K9me3 that may be bound by HP1 and may have condensed 
conformation
Polycomb domain
  Transcriptionally repressive chromatin enriched in H3K27me3 that may be bound by Polycomb group proteins 
Lamina associated domains 
  Chromosomal domains that associate with the nuclear lamina, which tend to incorporate heterochromatin or Polycomb domains
DNaseI hypersensitive site 
  A short region of genomic DNA (hundereds of base pairs) that is especially accessible, or structurally favorable, to nuclease digestion. 
DNaseI hypersensitive sites typically mark gene regulatory elements
Enhancer
  A gene regulatory element that upregulates the transcription of a nearby gene regardless of orientation relative to the gene. Can 
operate over tens to hundreds of kilobases
Locus control region 
  A chromosomal region capable of providing position-independent, copy number-dependent expression of a transgene. Locus control 
regions are typically composed of multiple enhancers and can contain insulators
Silencer
  A regulatory element that downregulates the expression of a neighboring gene, often by establishing heterochromatin
Chromatin boundary
  A transition between two distinct chromatin states defined by histone modifications, DNA methylation or chromatin accessibility. 
Typically refers to a transition between a heterochromatin domain and an active gene locus. Boundary elements or factors are DNA 
sequences or proteins that locate at chromatin boundaries, which may have the properties of insulators
Enhancer-blocking insulator
  A regulatory element that is demonstrated in functional assays to interfere with the communication between a linked enhancer and 
promoter when positioned between them. The enhancer and promoter are not prevented from forming other regulatory interactions
Barrier insulator
  A regulatory element that is demonstrated in functional assays to block the spread of chromosomal silencing into a neighboring gene 
locus. Barriers can define heterochromatin boundaries
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some time ago that the strength and charac-
teristics of the enhancer/promoter combination 
can influence the assay’s outcome. The use of a 
weak transgenic enhancer can allow the scoring 
of weak insulator activity, but there may not be 
such activity at the endogenous chromosomal 
locus [36]. Furthermore, the compact spacing 
of reporter constructs compared with endog-
enous chromosomal loci makes it difficult to 
accurately score the functions of putative insula-
tor elements, especially those that function via 
chromosomal loop formation (discussed below). 
While enhancer-blocking assays are a useful 
tool when identifying novel elements, care must 
be taken when translating the results of these 
assays to understanding the roles of  elements in 
their natural chromosomal contexts. 
Barrier assays score whether insulators can 
protect a reporter gene from chromosomal 
position-effect silencing. The first position 
effect assay was developed to test the ability 
of Drosophila insulators to protect a randomly 
integrated reporter gene from chromosomal 
silencing [37,38]. Similarly, barrier assays in ver-
tebrates typically involve the random integra-
tion of a reporter construct in transfected cells. 
The lack of transgene targeting does mean 
that the nature of chromosomal silencing will 
vary depending on whether the transgene has 
integrated into a site of Polycomb silencing, 
constitutive or facultative heterochromatin [8]. 
Studies of b-globin transgenes in chicken cells 
have shown that the silencing of transgenes typ-
ically involves histone deacetylation followed 
by heterochromatin-associated H3K9 meth-
ylation and DNA methylation [39,40]. Putative 
barrier elements are placed at both flanks of the 
reporter gene as hetero chromatin-associated 
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Figure 1. Reporter transgene assays used to define two properties of insulators. 
(A) Enhancer-blocking assays score for the ability of a putative EB to interfere with the action of an E 
on a linked P (red) specifically when placed between the two. Unlike silencers, an enhancer-blocker 
would not interfere with enhanced transcription when positioned outside of the E, for example, 
allowing enhancement of the lilac gene shown. (B) Barrier assays score for the ability of a B to 
protect a reporter transgene from chromosomal position effect silencing. (C) Randomly integrated 
transgenes that lack insulation tend to silence over time in culture. (D) Transgenes shielded by barrier 
insulators retain their expression, regardless of chromosomal position. Barrier insulators must be 
placed on both flanks of the transgene as chromosomal silencing can encroach from either direction. 
B: Putative barrier insulator; E: Enhancer; EB: Enhancer-blocking insulator; P: Promoter.
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silencing can encroach from either direction 
(Figure 1b) [41]. Ideally, studies will include the 
ana lysis of several integration events for each 
construct to control for the variable silencing 
potential of different integration sites [41,42]. It 
is also good practice to test whether newly iden-
tified barrier elements harbor enhancer activity 
in separate reporter assays. Barrier assays are 
time consuming given the scale of the experi-
ments and the fact that chromosomal position 
effect silencing often accumulates over a period 
of several weeks, depending on the strength 
of the transgene and the site of integration. It 
should be noted that the relative strength of the 
reporter gene/enhancer and the CpG content 
of the promoter will influence the sensitivity 
of barrier assays, which may be a potential 
source of discrepancy between different stud-
ies. Another factor that must be considered 
when designing barrier assay constructs is the 
spacing of the various elements [43].
Alternative assays have been devised to test 
whether putative insulators can act as barriers 
to a known source of chromosomal silencing. 
One episomal assay involves the positioning of 
a putative barrier between a transgene and lexA 
operator sequences, which are bound by known 
repressor proteins that are fused to a lexA 
DNA-binding domain [44]. This assay offers 
advantages in terms of speed and a knowl-
edge of the form of repression, but orientation 
effects were observed for the highly character-
ized HS4 insulator element that have not been 
reported in standard assays [44–47], suggesting 
that episomes may not be a suitable template 
for studying barrier elements. An alternative 
assay involves the tethering of a reporter trans-
gene to the transcriptionally repressive nuclear 
lamina compartment via the binding of lexA-
emerin fusion proteins to lexA operators [48]. 
It was recently reported that the inclusion of a 
putative heterochromatin barrier element can 
reverse the silencing that results from tether-
ing [49]. However, this study did not determine 
whether this was as a result of heterochromatin 
barrier activity or whether the element simply 
directed relocalization away from the nuclear 
periphery. Further studies are required to deter-
mine whether this will be a generally useful 
heterochromatin barrier assay.
Lessons from chicken chromatin 
boundaries
The chicken b-globin gene cluster has served 
as a model for studying coordinated gene 
regulation and chromatin domain formation 
for many years [6,50–57]. The upstream FOLR1 
gene is separated from the b-globin locus by a 
16-kb condensed chromatin region that bears 
all the hallmarks of heterochromatin [51,54,57,58] 
(Figure 2a). The 5´ boundary of DNaseI sensitiv-
ity [52] and histone modifications [50,54,57] across 
the b-globin domain is marked by a constitutive 
DNaseI hypersensitive site called HS4. HS4 
is a very well characterized insulator element 
and has served as a very useful paradigm for 
HSA HSB HS4 HS3 HS2 HS1
10 kb
ρ βH
βA/ε
enhancer
βA ε
3´HS
OR51M1FOLR1 Condensed region
Enhancer blocking
Histone modification
Barrier activity
Barrier activity
Resists DNA methylation
VEZF1 CTCF VEZ1 USF1/2 VEZF1
Figure 2. Heterochromatin boundaries partition the chicken FOLR1 and b-globin gene loci. 
(A) Scale map of the FOLR1 and b-globin gene loci. The exons of the FOLR1, b-globin (r, bH, bA and e) 
and OR51M1 genes are depicted by purple, red and green boxes, respectively. Vertical arrows show 
early/late erythroid (purple/red) or constitutive (blue) DNaseI hypersensitive regulatory elements. 
(B) Expanded view of the 275-bp ‘core’ of the HS4 insulator element showing the proteins and 
activities associated with the five DNaseI footprint elements.
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the study of insulators in vertebrates. A 275-bp 
HS4 element functions in both enhancer block-
ing and barrier assays [34,41,42,59]. Functional 
dissection of the HS4 element found that its 
enhancer blocking and barrier activities involve 
different proteins and mechanisms and are 
separable in assay systems. It was found that 
a single binding site for the zinc finger protein 
CTCF was both necessary and sufficient for 
HS4’s enhancer-blocking activity [34]. CTCF 
remains the only  insulator-binding protein 
known to direct enhancer blocking in verte-
brates. Despite CTCF’s pivotal role in enhancer 
blocking, removal of the CTCF binding site 
has no effect on the barrier activity of HS4 
[42,60]. The enhancer blocking and barrier to 
silencing properties are separable functions, 
and therefore employ different mechanisms.
The barrier activity of HS4 requires a bind-
ing site for the bHLH transcription factor 
proteins USF1/USF2 and three binding sites 
for the zinc finger protein VEZF1 (Figure 2b) 
[42,61,62]. It is now well-established that HS4 
manipulates histone modification signatures 
to counteract gene silencing [54,62–64]. HS4 
is persistently enriched in high levels of H3 
and H4 acetyl ation, H3-lysine 4 methylation, 
H4-arginine 3 methylation, acetylated histone 
variant H2A.Z and ubiquitinated H2B, regard-
less of neighboring gene expression [50,53,54,57,64]. 
The binding site for USF proteins has been 
found to be required for the majority of these 
modifications [54,62]. Intriguingly, while this 
chromatin state is reminiscent of highly active 
gene promoters, HS4 lacks promoter activ-
ity [65] and is not bound by RNA polymerase 
[54]. Rather, experimental evidence supports a 
model where the active histone modifications 
at HS4 collectively act as a chain terminator to 
heterochromatin assembly by interfering with 
the propagation of repressive histone modifi-
cations [54,62–64]. The role of H2B ubiquitina-
tion at chromatin boundaries is particularly 
striking. Depletion of RNF20, an E3 ligase 
required for this modification, results in a loss 
of H3K4 methylation and multiple acetylation 
of H3, H4 and H2A.Z at HS4 [54]. The same 
RNF20-dependent active chromatin signature 
is found at the HSA/HSB elements that mark 
the boundary between the FOLR1 gene and the 
opposite end of the heterochromatin domain 
bounded by HS4 (Figure 2a). The HSA/HSB 
elements are bound by USF1 and VEZF1, but 
lack CTCF. Loss of active modifications from 
the HSA/HSB and HS4 boundary elements is 
followed by pervasive spreading of H3K9 and 
H4K20 methylation from the heterochromatin 
domain into the FOLR1 and b-globin gene loci, 
resulting in gene silencing [54]. 
Although active histone modifications play 
an essential role in HS4’s barrier activity, 
they are not sufficient. Deletion of VEZF1 
binding sites at the HS4 insulator results in 
transgene silencing despite the recruitment of 
active histone modifications via USF binding 
to the mutant insulators that flank the trans-
gene [42,61,62]. The loss of VEZF1 binding sites 
was marked by de novo DNA methylation of 
the mutant HS4 insulator and the silenced 
transgene promoter [61]. In striking contrast 
to the results with VEZF1 mutants, the trans-
gene promoter remains hypomethylated when 
the USF site is deleted from HS4 insulators, 
despite the loss of active histone modifica-
tions and transgene silencing [27,62,65]. These 
results, albeit in a heterologous system, demon-
strate that the apparent protection from DNA 
methylation mediated by VEZF1 elements is 
separable from USF-mediated histone modifi-
cation. In further support for a role in control-
ling DNA methylation states, it was also found 
that VEZF1 binding sites can mediate both 
the protection and removal of DNA meth-
ylation from the Aprt promoter CpG island 
in murine ES cells [27]. Paradoxically, loss of 
Vezf1 from mouse ES cells results in substan-
tial reductions in methylation at specific ele-
ments, rather than the predicted gain, but this 
appears to be due to an essential role for Vezf1 
in maintaining expression of the Dnmt3b DNA 
methyl transferase gene [66]. Further studies are 
required to determine the mechanisms VEZF1 
employs to regulate DNA methylation states. 
The dissection of the HS4 insulator’s func-
tions indicates that heterochromatin barrier 
elements in vertebrates may need to prevent 
DNA methylation in addition to resisting the 
propagation of repressive histone modifica-
tions, as either process is sufficient to direct the 
establishment of an epigenetically stable silent 
chromatin state [67]. The study of barrier ele-
ments across vertebrate genomes is at an early 
stage. It remains to be determined whether 
USF1/2 and VEZF1 are widely employed to 
create heterochromatin boundaries across ver-
tebrate genomes. It should be noted that these 
proteins also have general roles at gene promot-
ers [61,68]. It will be interesting to determine 
whether other promoter-associated trans fac-
tors are co-opted at other autonomous barrier 
elements. It is likely that any collection of fac-
tors capable of establishing a dominant active 
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histone modification state in addition to coun-
tering DNA methylation can form a barrier 
to heterochromatin. In this view, there is no 
absolute requirement for specialized barrier ele-
ments to form all heterochromatin boundaries. 
Specific classes of gene promoter (e.g., house-
keeping) and some dominant enhancer regions 
such as locus control regions may act as de facto 
barriers if they can effectively resist the propa-
gation of heterochromatin.
Do chromosomal loops formed by 
CTCF mediate chromatin domain 
boundaries? 
CTCF is a transcription factor that has been 
linked to a variety of gene regulatory func-
tions, including the enhancer-blocking activ-
ity of insulator elements, which is associated 
with chromosomal looping interactions [69]. 
A number of recent studies have reported 
significant enrichments of CTCF sites at the 
boundaries of repressive chromatin domains. 
Taken together, these observations have led to 
the speculation that CTCF may be a primary 
determinant of chromosomal domain forma-
tion through the formation of barrier insula-
tors. In this section, we discuss these reports 
and compare them with functional analyses 
which show that CTCF sites are not sufficient 
for barrier activity.
CTCF is a ubiquitously expressed protein 
containing a large DNA-binding domain com-
prising 11 zinc fingers. CTCF is required for 
cell survival and is essential for early embryonic 
development in the mouse [70–73]. A number of 
groups have mapped the genomic binding of 
CTCF in several vertebrate cell types, with up 
to 50,000 sites reported [74–84]. Approximately 
half of all CTCF binding events are shared 
between different cell types [77]. A system-
atic ana lysis of conserved noncoding elements 
(CNEs) in mammals found nearly 15,000 
CNEs that contain CTCF binding motifs 
[76]. These CTCF-associated CNEs are mostly 
located between genes of differential expression 
programs, suggesting a general role for CTCF 
in partitioning gene expression domains [76,84]. 
CTCF binding sites from many genomic ele-
ments have been found to mediate enhancer-
blocking activity in transgene reporter assays, a 
partial list of which can be found at the CTCF 
binding site database website [85,201]. Several 
CTCF-binding factors have been identified, 
including p68 and the cohesin STAG2 (SA2) 
[86–88]. Several studies have found a substantial 
overlap between the genomic sites of CTCF 
and cohesin binding. Depending on the cell 
type, approximately 55–80% of CTCF sites are 
bound by cohesin and 65–90% of cohesin sites 
are bound by CTCF [52,89,90]. These findings 
correlate well with the finding that elements 
bound by CTCF mediate chromosomal loop-
ing interactions over many kilobases and that 
cohesins are required for these loops [69,86,91–95].
The first whole-genome ana lysis to show 
an enrichment of CTCF binding at chroma-
tin boundaries resulted from the mapping of 
nuclear LADs in human cells [22]. It was found 
that 13% of LAD boundaries had a CTCF 
site located within the 10 kb region immedi-
ately outside of the LAD. However, CTCF 
binding in itself is not sufficient to establish 
a LAD boundary, as 19% of CTCF sites are 
found within LADs. Only 2.5% of all CTCF 
sites locate to LAD boundaries, whereas 78% 
locate away from LADs. The same study found 
a substantial enrichment of gene activity at 
LAD boundaries. 21.3% of LAD boundaries 
are marked by CpG islands or gene promoters, 
which include half of the boundary-associated 
CTCF sites [22]. LAD boundaries are also 
highly enriched for many transcription factor 
motifs, RNA polymerase II and transcribed 
genes. It is clear that a variety of factors can 
direct chromatin opening and nuclear localiza-
tion away from the periphery. While the asso-
ciation with CTCF binding at LAD boundaries 
is significant, further experiments are required 
to determine whether the position of these 
boundaries is CTCF-dependent and what rela-
tionship exists with chromosomal loop interac-
tions and insulator activities. It has been noted 
that one of the LAD boundaries lies close to a 
CTCF element, MIME, which marks a chro-
matin boundary upstream of the human MYC 
gene [69,96]. However, it was recently shown that 
this CTCF element can be deleted from human 
chromosomes without affecting this chromatin 
boundary [97].
An independent whole-genome study pro-
vided evidence in support of a role for CTCF 
elements in forming the boundaries of hetero-
chromatin domains enriched in H3K27me3. It 
was found that 2–4% of H3K27me3 domain 
boundaries are marked by a CTCF site [77]. 
These boundary-associated sites represent only 
4–6% of the total CTCF sites, but this find-
ing suggests that some CTCF elements may act 
as barriers to the potential spreading of repres-
sive chromatin. It was noted that approximately 
97% of the CTCF-associated boundaries are 
cell-type specific. Whether these boundaries 
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overlap with cell-type-specific gene promot-
ers and whether CTCF contributes any bar-
rier activity at these boundaries remains to be 
determined. A recent study found that a puta-
tive barrier to H3K27me3 spreading located 
between the human HOXA7 and HOXA9 genes 
could reverse the silencing of a transgene that 
results from tethering to the nuclear lamina [49]. 
However, this study did not determine whether 
this activity is CTCF-dependent, whether 
the HOXA boundary element functioned as a 
position-dependent barrier to limit the spread 
of heterochromatin, or if the element simply 
directed relocalizations away from the nuclear 
periphery. Another recent study has reported a 
striking switch in chromatin states at the murine 
Wnt4 locus following the loss of WT1 transcrip-
tion factor function [98]. These altered states are 
restricted to a region flanked by CTCF/cohesin 
sites, which has lead to a model where CTCF/
cohesin may form the boundaries of a Wnt4 
chromatin domain. Depletion of CTCF/cohesin 
expression leads to changes in chromatin states 
outside of the proposed Wnt4 domain, which 
coincide with changes in expression of the flank-
ing Zbt40 and Cdc42 genes. However, it remains 
unclear whether Wnt4 resides within a chroma-
tin domain that is bordered by the CTCF sites, 
or whether the changes following CTCF/cohe-
sin depletion are as a result of spreading of one 
domain into another. Nevertheless, these find-
ings lend weight to the model that CTCF/cohe-
sin can define heterochromatin boundaries. 
Mutation of the CTCF sites at the Wnt4 locus 
in combination with barrier assays will be useful 
when addressing this model.
Epigenomic prof iling and heterologous 
reporter assays are powerful tools to screen for 
CTCF elements and characterize their potential 
regulatory activity. However, transgene assays 
cannot recapitulate the endogenous chromo-
somal environments that these elements have 
evolved to operate in. A small number of stud-
ies have now investigated the role of CTCF 
elements in situ or have employed a condi-
tional Ctcf knockout. The outcome of these 
studies indicates that the current models of 
CTCF function require reconsideration. It is 
well established that CTCF sites at the H19 
imprinting control region (ICR) function to 
regulate Ig f2 expression in a manner that is 
entirely consistent with an enhancer-blocking 
mechanism in vivo, although it should be noted 
that CTCF has other regulatory contributions 
at this locus [99,100]. The ICR element forms 
CTCF- and cohesin-dependent chromosomal 
loops, although the exact purpose of the loops 
remains to be elucidated [99]. Chromosomal 
loops are also formed by multiple CTCF sites 
that flank the murine b-globin locus, sugges-
tive of a chromosomal domain organization 
that both facilitates and partitions b-globin 
expression [101]. However, deletion of Ctcf or 
the CTCF binding sites, which disrupt loop 
formation, have little or no effect on gene 
expression or heterochromatin en croachment 
at this locus [70,102–104]. 
The homeotic gene clusters are arguably the 
best models to study CTCF-mediated domain 
organization in mammals, as there must be 
clear partitioning between neighboring genes 
with distinct programs of expression that drive 
correct body patterning [71]. The HOX gene 
clusters are regulated by long-range enhancers 
and CTCF sites are found to locate between 
and around these genes, which suggests that 
CTCF-mediated enhancer blocking may play 
a crucial role in HOX gene expression and body 
patterning. A recent study used a conditional 
Ctcf knockout in developing mouse forelimbs 
and found little evidence for an enhancer block-
ing or domain boundary role for murine CTCF 
[73]. Ctcf disruption was found to affect the 
expression of multiple apoptotic and mitochon-
drial genes, resulting in enhanced apoptosis and 
dramatic truncation of the forelimbs. CTCF 
was found to bind at, or close to the promot-
ers of these genes. While Ctcf was found to be 
required for cell survival, there was no evidence 
for ectopic expression of the Hoxa, Hoxb, Hoxc 
or Hoxd genes. Furthermore, there were no sig-
nificant changes in the expression of cell-type 
specific genes that are separated by CTCF sites 
from neighboring highly expressed genes on 
the two chromosomes studied. Previous studies 
have led to the proposal that CTCF can form 
heterochromatin boundaries at gene loci that 
escape X-inactivation [72,105]. However, there 
is no significant change in expression for the 
genes that escape X-inactivation in female Ctcf 
mutant limbs [73]. This study did not determine 
whether any heterochromatin r edistribution 
occurs f ollowing Ctcf mutation.
These studies have revealed that ectopic 
enhancer-blocking transgene assays can report 
a different function for CTCF binding elements 
as compared with Ctcf gene disruption or endog-
enous CTCF site deletion in an organismal con-
text. While it is becoming increasingly clear that 
CTCF can direct the formation of chromosomal 
loops in different species and that practically all 
CTCF elements will block enhancers in reporter 
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assays, great care must be taken when assuming 
the functions of novel CTCF elements revealed 
by epigenomic profiling. It is likely that CTCF 
elements will have a wide array of functions, 
depending largely on their genomic context 
and the role of neighboring elements. A role for 
CTCF elements in heterochromatin boundary 
formation is frequently posited, but conclusive 
evidence in support of this particular function 
is not available at present. The CTCF binding 
site of the chicken HS4 insulator is not required 
for its barrier activity [42,60]. Furthermore, the 
well characterized CTCF-mediated human H19 
ICR and TCRA/D BEAD-1 enhancer-blocking 
elements also lack barrier activity [42]. These fre-
quently overlooked results indicate that CTCF 
elements alone are not sufficient to form barriers 
to chromosomal silencing.
Barrier-like activity at gene 
regulatory elements
A chromatin domain boundary exists between 
the murine T-cell receptor a and d gene clus-
ter and the neighboring ubiquitous apoptosis 
gene Dad1 [106]. This boundary coincides with 
a DHS cluster that forms the Tcra locus con-
trol region (LCR). Dissection of the LCR has 
revealed that HS1 and HS1´ encompass the 
TCRa enhancer (Ea) and a CTCF-dependent 
enhancer-blocking element (TAD1), respectively 
[107]. However, these elements alone are not suf-
ficient to suppress position effect silencing in 
transgenic mice. Elements located within HS4 
and HS6 are required to act as barrier-like ele-
ments, while the CTCF element HS1´  is largely 
dispensable [108–110]. The factors and mechanisms 
employed at these barrier elements remain to be 
determined.
Previous studies have found that a num-
ber of the heterochromatin boundaries in 
yeast are associated with gene promoters [111]. 
Epigenomic profiling is also beginning to reveal 
that a considerable fraction of heterochromatin 
boundaries in mammals are marked by active 
promoters [22]. This raises the possibility that 
not all gene promoters are sensitive to hetero-
chromatin silencing from their chromosomal 
neighborhood. Some promoters may harbour 
barrier-like elements and thus determine their 
own chromosomal environment to ensure their 
activity. Recent studies illustrate how cell-type 
specific genes employ barrier-like activities 
to drive expression from a heterochromatin 
environment.
Human a-spectrin is encoded by the large 
(~120 kb) 52 exon SPTA1 gene, which is 
surrounded by olfactory receptor family genes 
and associates with the nuclear lamina in non-
expressing cells [22]. Functional dissection of the 
human a-spectrin SPTA1 gene promoter region 
has identified a proximal element within the 
noncoding exon 1´  that harbors barrier activity 
in erythroid cells [112]. This erythroid-specific ele-
ment is bound by the erythroid regulator GATA-1 
and by USF1/2, and lacks CTCF binding or 
enhancer-blocking activity [112,113]. Cooperation 
between GATA-1 and USF1/2 in erythroid cells 
may form a dominant chromatin opening element 
that allows localisation away from the nuclear 
p eriphery to facilitate SPTA1 expression.
The human ANK1 gene has also been shown 
to harbor a barrier-like activity [114]. ANK1 is 
primarily expressed in erythrocytes and the 
gene is silenced within an H3K27me3 domain 
in nonexpressing cells [110]. It was recently 
demonstrated that a 181 bp 5´HS immedi-
ately upstream of the core ANK1 promoter has 
barrier activity [114]. The ANK1 5´HS barrier 
resembles the chicken HS4 insulator in that it is 
bound by USF1/2, recruits several histone mod-
ifying enzymes and is enriched in H3K4me2 
and acetylated H3 and H4. Mutations of ANK1 
have been identified in approximately half of all 
patients with hereditary spherocytosis, a group 
of disorders that cause anemia, jaundice and 
sphere-shaped erythrocytes. Two of the muta-
tions, -108 and -153, locate to the 5´HS barrier 
element and result in reduced ANK1 expression. 
It was found that these mutations reduced the 
binding of USF2 and BRG1 to 5´HS, result-
ing in diminished recruitment of active histone 
modifications. Consequently, the -108/-153 
mutant ANK1 5´HS lacks barrier activity in 
transgenic mice. It will be interesting to deter-
mine whether the -108/-153 mutations cause 
the failure of the 5´HS barrier and heterochro-
matin silencing of ANK1 in patients. This may 
represent the first example where disruption of 
a barrier element is a pathogenetic mechanism 
of human disease.
Conclusion & future perspective
The outcome of recent advances in epigenomics 
and the careful ana lysis of model gene loci have, 
by and large, provided support for the chroma-
tin domain model of chromosome architecture 
for a sizable fraction of the vertebrate genome. 
However, our understanding of how insula-
tor elements contribute to this architecture is 
still at an early stage. The recent studies of Ctcf 
gene mutation or endogenous CTCF site dele-
tion indicate that transgene assays probably do 
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not accurately report the physiological activ-
ity of this paradigm insulator protein in many 
instances. It is clear that as we test models of 
insulator function, we must address the physi-
ological roles of these elements at their endog-
enous chromosomal locations. The recent devel-
opment of designer zinc finger nucleases and 
TALE nucleases, along with their commercial 
availability and increasing affordability, pro-
vides an opportunity for most groups to under-
take efficient gene targeting in many cell types 
or species [115,116].
There are many questions about hetero-
chromatin boundaries that remain unanswered. 
The wealth of epigenomic data available makes it 
possible to determine what proportion of hetero-
chromatin domains have fixed boundaries and 
whether particular active chromatin marks or 
proteins such as VEZF1 or USF1 are frequently 
associated with heterochromatin boundaries. 
We need to look closely at the genes that locate 
to heterochromatin boundaries and determine 
whether, like SPTA1 and ANK1, they employ 
promoter-proximal barrier-like elements to 
ensure their expression.
There is also a need to understand how the 
chromatin domains revealed by whole-genome 
analyses relate to the control of DNA replica-
tion timing, chromosome structure and three-
dimensional organization within the nucleus. A 
recurring theme of chromosomal domain mod-
els is that the formation of chromatin loops by 
insulators and chromatin boundaries will favor 
the interactions of regulatory element within 
loops rather than between loops. It will be inter-
esting to determine whether this model is sup-
ported by emerging data from high throughput 
chromosomal interaction studies [87].
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Executive summary
Heterochromatin domains in higher eukaryotes
  Modern epigenomic profiling studies reveal that extensive heterochromatin domains are prevalent in higher eukaryote genomes.
  Heterochromatin domains increase in size upon cellular differentiation.
Defining chromatin insulators
  A look at the terminology used to define heterochromatin barrier and enhancer-blocking insulator elements.
  A review of the different assays used to functionally define insulator elements.
Lessons from chicken chromatin boundaries
  The chicken b-globin HS4 element is the best characterized insulator to date.
  CTCF mediate enhancer blocking, while USF1/2 and VEZF1 mediate heterochromatin barrier activity.
  Heterochromatin barrier activity involves active histone modification and the prevention of DNA methylation.
  Some gene promoters may act as de facto heterochromatin barriers.
Do chromosomal loops formed by CTCF mediate chromatin domain boundaries?
  A fraction of CTCF sites are found at heterochromatin domain boundaries, suggestive of a role in barrier activity.
  CTCF sites are not sufficient for barrier activity.
  CTCF sites can be deleted without affecting heterochromatin boundaries.
  Results from reporter gene assays do not always correlate with in vivo experiments.
Barrier-like activity at gene regulatory elements
  Heterochromatin barrier activities are found at locus control region and gene promoter elements.
  SNPs that disrupt a heterochromatin barrier associate with hereditary spherocytosis.
Future perspective: chromatin domain models become reality
  Transgene assays may not always accurately report the physiological activity of insulator elements as they do not reproduce 
chromosomal context.
  Technological advancements make gene editing more accessible, allowing the study of the physiological roles of heterochromatin 
boundary and other insulator elements.
  What fraction of heterochromatin boundaries are formed by specialised barrier elements or gene promoters?
  Do chromosomal loops correlate with the definition of domains of heterochromatin and replication timing?
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